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U.S. Export Administration Act: Restrictions on Exporting
Software
The Software includes cryptographic software that may be subject to export controls
under the U.S. Export Administration Act. The Software may not be exported to any
country or to any foreign entity or “foreign person” to the extent prohibited under
applicable U.S. government regulations. By downloading or using the Software, you
are acknowledging and agreeing to the foregoing limitations on your right to export or
re-export the Software, and are also representing and warranting that you are neither
on any of the U.S. government’s lists of export precluded parties nor otherwise
ineligible to receive software containing cryptography that is subject to export controls
under the U.S. Export Administration Act.
Administrators must be aware that allowing users outside the United States to access
data via certain DI-Clients qualifies as exporting encryption software (either the client
executable or the Java applet sent to the browser). Export or re-export of encrypted
software must be in accordance with the Export Administration Regulations. Diversion
of encryption software contrary to U.S. law is prohibited.

More Information
More information about trademarks, product warranty, and third-party license notices
is available in your DI software Help system. Near the bottom of the Help home page,
select the Resources link, and then on the Support page, select Disclaimers,
Trademarks, Warranty, and Third-Party Licenses.
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DiveTab

Introduction to DiveTab
DiveTab is the Dimensional Insight tablet-based mobile technology that
provides rapid access to your data and secondary information from a central
location. DiveTab works with the DiveLine server to ensure secure, controlled
distribution of your data and other resources, and provides mobile users access
to structured data and unstructured content.
If you have any further questions or concerns, contact DI Customer Support for
assistance:

l North America: 920-436-8299 or support@dimins.com
l United States: https://www.dimins.com/customer-support/
l China: +86 20-8129-6052
l Denmark: +49 711 490 04-218
l Netherlands: +31 (0) 88-514 88 00
l Outside of the United States: https://www.dimins.com/international/

DiveTab Applications
Dimensional Insight has several applications built with DiveTab available on the
Apple store. These DiveTab applications allow you to immediately start
analyzing data without having to build from scratch. The functionality for
DiveTab is applicable to all applications built with DiveTab.

Distributor Advisor
Distributor Advisor helps improve productivity by enabling easy access to
current information. Using mobile technology, Distributor Advisor users have
immediate and secure access to conduct sales data analysis and review sales
metrics, financial data, and promotion performance figures in the field. Quick
availability of this information helps to improve account management and
provides direction to capitalize on growth opportunities.

Introduction to DiveTab
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Program Advisor
Program Advisor helps manage sales programs and other goal-oriented
initiatives more profitably and efficiently by automating everything from goal
assignments to tracking actuals to calculating payouts to reporting the results.
Sales representatives and sales support staff gain access to the information
required to manage programs, promotions, incentives, placements, quotas, and
goals.

Introduction to DiveTab
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Supplier Advisor
Supplier Advisor helps improve the productivity of sales teams while reducing
the cost of selling. This application makes it easier for sales representatives to
access and conduct data analysis and review KPI sales metrics in real time,
whether they are connected or disconnected from the Internet.

Requirements
The DiveTab client on the PC requires the following:

l Windows XP or later, including Windows 7 and Windows 10 OS
l .NET Framework 4.7.2 or higher
l A license for the DiveTab application, issued and installed on your DiveTab
site on the DiveLine server

l Access to the Internet

Introduction to DiveTab
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Getting Started
This section focuses on the basics of using DiveTab, such as getting the client,
connecting to your site, and exploring the data.

Installing DiveTab
The DiveTab client is available for download on Dimensional Insight's website.
Check with Technical Support if you need access. This procedure is also used for
upgrades.
1. Sign into www.dimins.com/ using your user name and password.
2. Click the DI-DOWNLOAD link under the DI-Download section.

3. In the list, find the DiveTab-PC file and click the version number. For
example, 7.0.44.

4. Your browser prompts you to run or save the file. Save the file, for
example, divetab-client-7.0.44.1.exe, to a place of your choosing.
A dialog box opens asking whether you want to save the file. For example,
the file name is divetab-client-7.0.44.1.exe.
NOTE: Some systems choose a location automatically, typically the
Downloads folder.

5. Navigate to the file location, and double-click the file to extract the
archive.
The Open File - Security Warning dialog box opens.

Getting Started
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6. Click Run.
The 7-Zip self-extracting archive dialog box opens.

NOTE: Depending on your computer settings, this dialog box might not
appear, and instead your computer directly opens the 7-Zip self-
extracting archive dialog.

7. Choose a location to extract the file by entering the path in the text box or
finding a location using the Browse function.

8. Click Extract.
The new file, DiveTab-Setup.exe is placed in the folder of your choosing.

9. Navigate to the folder where DiveTab-Setup.exe is stored, and double-click
the file to start the setup.
The Setup Wizard window opens.

Getting Started
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10. Follow the instructions in the setup wizard to complete the installation.

Opening and Connecting
When opening the DiveTab client for the first time, you need to enter a server,
username, and password.
1. Depending on how you installed the DiveTab application, to open it you:

l Double-click the DiveTab icon on the desktop.
l Click the Startmenu, and click the DiveTab icon.
l Click the Startmenu, search for DiveTab in the Windows search box,
and click the DiveTab application in the results.

The DiveTab application opens and displays the login page.

Getting Started
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2. In the first text box, enter your user name.
3. In the second text box, enter your password.
4. In the pull-down menu, enter the server location of your DiveTab site. The

server location is also referred to as the host name.
TIP: If this is not the first time using the DiveTab application, the host
name might be stored. Click the pull-down menu to see recently accessed
DiveTab sites.

5. Click Login.
NOTE: First access triggers synchronization automatically. On subsequent
visits, click the Sync button on the lower left to apply recent application
updates and refresh cached data.

Navigating
After logging into the DiveTab site, the main menu, or landing page, displays.
Here is an example of a main menu page.

Getting Started
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If there are more buttons than can be displayed on the page, arrow buttons
appear on the left or right of the screen. Click these arrows to view the other
pages.
The main menu page usually contains a series of buttons. Each button can lead
to submenu and content pages, of which there are nine types:

l Menu Pages
l Data Pages
l DivePort Pages
l Document Pages

Getting Started
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l Export Pages
l Presentations
l Repositories
l User Content Pages
l Web Pages

Here is an example of a Data page.

NOTE: TheMenu button returns to the main menu page. If you have navigated
more than one level, you see a Back button (with the previous page name) to
go back one level.
In the gray bar along the top of the page, there are three or four buttons:Menu,
the back button (if present), Options, and Output.

l Options gives options to bookmark data pages, edit dimensions for ad
hoc pages, and save subsets. For more information, see Adding
Bookmarks on page 81, Editing Dimensions and Columns on page 101,
and Creating Subsets on page 86.

l Output provides ways to share and view the data, either as a pdf file or an
Excel spreadsheet, or in ProDiver. For more information, see Sharing and
Viewing Data Using the Output Button on page 108.

Getting Started
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In the black bar along the bottom of the page, there are several buttons and
indicators: Sections, the Sync button, the time of the last sync, the number of
items, the host name, and the Logout button.

l Sections opens a list of various data pages to choose from.
l Sync allows the DiveTab client on your device access to the data on the
server, keeping DiveTab synchronized.

l Last Sync information indicates when the most recent synchronization
was performed.

l The number of items indicates the number of items, or buttons, on the
main menu. For tabular pages, repositories, and export pages, it displays
the number of data rows.

l The host name is the location of the host server site for the DiveTab
project.

l Logout allows you to log out of the DiveTab client and change your
password if configured for this functionality. For more information, see
Logging Out on page 14 and Changing Your Password below.

Changing Your Password
If the DiveLine server you are accessing or your account is configured with
authentication type Own, you can change your password within the DiveTab
client.
1. Click the down arrow located on the Logout button.

The menu opens.

Getting Started
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2. Select Change Password.
NOTE: This is limited to authentication OWN and must be configured on
the server.
The User must change password before proceeding dialog opens.

Notice the Server name and the Username.
3. Enter your current password.
4. Enter your new password, and then retype your new password to confirm

it.
5. Click OK.

The dialog closes, and a confirmation message appears.

Getting Started
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6. Click OK.
The confirmation message closes.

Clearing the Cache
You can clear the cache for DiveTab. This clears out the local cache data and
performs a clean Sync.
1. Click the down arrow next to the Logout button.

The menu opens.

2. Select Clear Local Cache from the menu options.
The Delete Local cache and Re-Sync dialog box opens.

3. Click Yes to clear the local cache and sync with the server.
DiveTab refreshes with new data from the server.

Getting Started
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Logging Out
Make sure to log out of DiveTab at the end of your session. If your DiveTab site
is not configured to automatically log out, you stay logged on, which takes up
resources on the DiveLine server.
1. Click the Logout button.

NOTE: If your account is configured using OWN authentication, you can
change your password using the Change Password option. For more
information, see Changing Your Password on page 11.
A Logout Confirmation dialog opens.

2. Click Yes to log out or No to remain on the DiveTab site.

Using DiveTab Offline
DiveTab pages can be configured for use offline, also known as Airplane Mode.
This allows you to use the DiveTab application without access to the server or
the internet. The application developer must design a data page for offline use.
IMPORTANT: Perform an initial Sync to cache the data while you are still
online.
Keep the following in mind when planning to use DiveTab offline:

l Presentations and documents made available in their own areas and not
stored in a repository are automatically accessible without an internet
connection after the initial Sync.

l Files stored in a repository are accessible when they are downloaded
locally to your device.

l Web pages cannot be accessed without an internet connection.

Getting Started
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l Static data pages, such as Report pages without parameters or
QuickViews, and Overview pages, are immediately available for viewing.
Ad Hoc pages, Cross pages, Central pages, any pages containing
QuickViews or parameters, and pages linked from the initial page are not
immediately available for viewing. If these pages are accessed with an
internet access, they are cached locally on your device and become
available for offline use.
NOTE: This means that selecting dimension value Crowe for Report Page
1, leading to the Central page Resp Team : Crowe can be accessed again
when in Airplane Mode. However, since dimension value Higbee for
Report Page 1 was never selected and never cached, it cannot be accessed
in Airplane Mode.

o For Ad Hoc pages, dimcount dimensions cannot be dived upon
unless the results have been cached.

o QuickView selections must be accessed and cached for a page to use
that particular QuickView selection later but become single-select
only once offline.

l Central pages are available offline after being previously cached. All of the
values are cached, so when preload=true, they are all preloaded.

o With no filters, it takes minimal time, but with too large of a cBase to
download, the preload will take longer. Remove the tag if the cBase
is more than 200 Megabytes to minimize the preload-sync time.

In short, information can be made available for offline use when it is stored, or
cached, on your device.

Getting Started
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Page Types
Menus contain buttons, which link to different types of pages. These pages
contain additional information in the form of data or other content pages, or are
menu pages containing more buttons.
There are nine types of pages:

l Menu Pages below contain buttons that link to additional pages, and
include the main menu and submenus.

l Data Pages present data in a tabular or free form layout.
l DivePort Pages open a DivePort site within the DiveTab client.
l Document Pages display a chosen file, such as a pdf or doc file.
l Export Pages contain tabular pages for export.
l Presentation Pages contain presentations.
l Repository Pages contain lists of files for download.
l User Content Pages contain presentations that can be created within the
DiveTab client by the user.

l Web Pages link to a website using the client browser.
There are two other pages that you can use, depending on whether these
options are utilized: Bookmarked Pages and Subsets.
For more information, see Bookmarks on page 24 and Subsets on page 34.

Menu Pages
Menu pages are used in the DiveTab application to organize content. The top-
level menu typically includes a banner to identify the application, with buttons
that lead to additional information. This information contains pages or
additional menu pages, called submenus.
Here is an example of a main menu.

Page Types
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The Sync button on the bottom left synchronizes the DiveTab client with the
data on the server.
The current host name on the lower right indicates the DiveTab site location.

Submenus
Menus can contain additional menu pages, or submenus, within the main menu.
There is no limit on the number of submenu pages.
Here is an example of a submenu in the Data Examples button. It contains
various pages linked to additional information, including another submenu.

Page Types
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Notice theMenu button in the top left. The Menu button returns you to the
main menu.
NOTE: TheMenu button is present on all pages except the main menu.
Here is an example of a submenu contained within a submenu.

Page Types
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Notice the button in the upper left, next to theMenu button. This is the Back
button. The Back button changes to reflect the title of the previous page.
NOTE: If there is more than one degree of separation between the main menu
and the current page, the Back button appears.

Data Pages
There are two types of data pages:

l Tabular
l Free-form

A tabular data page can include multiple dimensions, summaries, and
information fields. Each column has standard and configurable context menus,
accessible by clicking the column heading. This includes sorting values, finding
values, adding columns, switching dimensions, and adding dimensions as
MultiColumns. Tabular data pages have options for editing dimensions.
Sorting values and adding Rank, Percent, and Graph columns are typical context
menu options. Adding and switching dimensions, as well as including expand
columns, are configurable context menu options.
Here is an example of a tabular data page.

Page Types
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Here is another example of a different tabular page:

The free-form data page includes different methods of presenting data. This
includes the use of charts, images, grids, and tables. Tables are simplified
versions of tabular layout pages, and can be manipulated to fit alongside other
information.
Creating a subset is a configurable option for linked free-form data pages.
Here is an example of a free-form data page.

Page Types
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For Bar and Line charts the links are accessible through the chart values. For Pie
charts, the links can be accessible through the legend and chart values.

A Closer Look at Data Pages
Data pages display data in a format specified by the developer. Data pages are
versatile and have many functions that help you examine your data.

Reading a Tabular Data Page

Page Types
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1. The Back Button returns to the previous page.
2. Menu returns to the main menu.
3. QuickViews filter information by value.
4. The Options Button can add subsets and bookmarks, and edit

dimensions.
5. The Output Button can share data through export, email, or print.
6. Sections leads to other Data Pages.
7. Sync synchronizes your DiveTab client data with the server data.
8. Logout can log you out of the DiveTab site or change your password if

configured for this functionality.
9. The chevron in the column headings indicate columns that can collapse

and expand.
10. There are three column types: Dimensions (blue), Dive Dimensions

(yellow), and Summary (green) columns.
IMPORTANT: You can use the context menus for each column to further
explore the data. Click the column heading to open the context menu.
A. Dimension columns contain string data. The context menu gives you

options to sort, find a value, and switch dimensions with Dive
Dimensions.

Sometimes dimension columns contain arrows. These arrows, ,
indicate that there is an option for diving on this value. Right-click
on the value to open the context menu, and choose a dimension to
dive on.

B. Dive Dimensions contain DimCount numbers for string data. The
context menu gives you options to sort and switch Dimensions.
Selecting the value allows you to dive into the data, and see the
information represented by the DimCount.

C. Summary columns contain numerical data. The context menu gives
you options to sort, expand, or collapse columns, and add a graph,
rank, or percent column.
a. Alerts display values as above, below, or between thresholds.
b. Bullets show numerical information as a graphic, similar to bar

columns.
11. Light blue-shaded cells indicate a link is present. Data page links typically

lead to other data pages.

Page Types
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Reading a Free Form Data Page

1. The Back Button returns to the previous page.
2. Menu returns to the main menu.
3. The Options Button can add subsets and bookmarks, and edit

dimensions.
4. The Output Button can share data through export, email, or print.
5. Sections leads to other Data Pages.
6. Sync synchronizes your DiveTab client data with the server data.
7. Logout can log you out of the DiveTab client or change your password if

configured for this functionality.
8. Tabs divide the information into groups.
9. Pages divide the information across multiple pages. Each dot represents a

page, with the lighter shaded dot representing the page currently being
viewed.

10. Grids show specific values and data. Links are shaded light blue.
11. Images can be included. Images (such as a company logo) can be

decorative or contain a link. This is determined by the developer.
12. Tables are simplified tabular data pages, and can include dimensions and

summaries. Links are shaded light blue.
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13. Charts can be included. They can appear as bar charts, line charts, and pie
charts. Links might be included. You can hover over a line chart legend
item to view highlight that line. Clicking the line chart legend item
highlights or conceals the associated line.

Bookmarks
Bookmarks are used to save the current page for later access. They save the dive
path and parameters in use, as well as QuickViews, which are remembered when
viewing the bookmark. Bookmarks can be shared with other users by publishing
them and selecting recipients. These bookmarks allow other users to view the
same page with specific parameters and dives in place.
Bookmarks are created using the Options button, and accessed using the
Bookmarked Pages button on the main menu.
NOTE: Bookmarks are tied to a user account. What is bookmarked on one
device can be accessed from another device by the same user.
For example, the page Data is filtered using the QuickView Premise value
ON PREMISE, and the Customer Dive Dimension value 114, for Corporate Brand
ARROWOOD, and DMA Name NEW YORK. The resulting page is bookmarked.
Here is the bookmarked page.

The Back button retraces the path taken to reach the page.

Page Types
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NOTE: If the bookmarked page is reached by diving, the Breadcrumbs bar
appears with the dive path.
Here is an example of the Bookmarked Pages.

NOTE: You can edit your own bookmarks, but not the bookmarks shared with
you by other users.
For more information, see Adding Bookmarks on page 81.

Dive Dimensions
The Dive Dimension displays how many values of that dimension correspond to
a dimension value. Clicking the value allows you to view these values and dive
on the data. Dive Dimensions are represented by yellow columns. They typically
first appear as collapsed, though this can be configured differently by the
developer. You use the chevron in the heading to expand the columns.
For this data page example, Dive Dimension Customer has value 49, which
corresponds to Corporate Brand ARBOR. This means that ARBOR has 49
associated customers. The value, 49, is called a DimCount.

Page Types
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You can dive on the Dive Dimension value, which shows the number of values
specified. For example, Dive Dimension value 49 shows you the 49 Customers
for Corporate Brand ARBOR. A context menu can switch primary Dimensions
with Dive Dimensions.
Here is the resulting tabular page after diving on value 49.

Page Types
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See also:
l Diving on Data Values on page 92
l Switching Dimensions on page 104

MultiColumns
MultiColumns are primary dimensions (columns with blue headings), that can
be switched with a secondary dimension or a Dive Dimension (columns with
yellow headings). MultiColumns can be removed using the context menu and
then appear as Dive Dimensions. Also, Dive Dimensions can be added as
MultiColumns.
There are no limits on the number of Dive Dimensions or MultiColumns in use,
and when editing dimensions any dimension can be used as a MultiColumn.
Here is an example of a data page with MultiColumns and Dive Dimensions.

Page Types
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The primary dimension is the first column on the left, and the other columns
with blue headings are secondary dimensions.
Here are examples of the context menus for the primary and secondary
dimensions.

Page Types
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The primary dimension has the context-menu option to switch with another
dimension or Dive Dimension. All other dimensions have the option to Remove
MultiColumn, changing it from a dimension to a Dive Dimension.
NOTE: You view context menus for one column at a time.
Here is an example of the context menu for a Dive Dimension.

Page Types
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The context menu for Dive Dimensions gives the option to add the Dive
Dimension as a MultiColumn, making it a dimension.
NOTE: Typically if a Dive Dimension is not present, MultiColumns are not in use.
Here is the resulting page after Corporate Brand is added as a MultiColumn.

Page Types
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See also:
l Switching Dimensions on page 104
l Adding and Removing MultiColumns on page 77
l Editing Dimensions and Columns on page 101

QuickViews
QuickViews are used to filter data by selecting specific values to view. Multiple
QuickViews can be applied at the same time. Each QuickView is configured by
the developer to allow for the selection of one or multiple values. They appear
in a light gray bar at the top of the screen, beneath the menu button.
All data pages can include QuickViews.
NOTE: Developer configuration is required to use QuickViews offline.
Here is an example of a QuickView.
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Here is an example of the Set QuickView dialog box used to choose values.

This QuickView type allows you to search for values using the search box. It
returns values that contain your search term. It also allows you to Show Selected
Only, hiding the values that are not selected. A QuickView can be limited to a
single value or multiple values.
Other QuickView types use a drop-down list or a calendar to select a date or
date range, and a single summary value.
Here is an example of a drop-down list in a Set QuickView dialog box.

Page Types
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Here is an example of a calendar Set QuickView dialog box.

NOTE: The dates that are unavailable indicate no data for that calendar date.
Here is an example of a QuickView that changes the summary.

NOTE: You can only select one summary at a time.

Page Types
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When diving on data for a page, QuickViews carry to the resulting page. In other
words, QuickViews apply to dive results.
For more information, see Using QuickViews on page 105.

Subsets
A subset takes the button and all its underlying content and filters out data that
is irrelevant to a single value. Subsets save a single dimension value taken from
a child free-form data page, and later applies it to the page and all linked or
associated pages.
A subset is also only available to the user who created it.
Bookmarks can save multiple filters for a specific data page of any type, and
return to that specific data page with the filters applied. A subset filters with a
single dimension value and applies that filter to all button content.
NOTE: Whether a linked free-form data page can create a subset is determined
by the developer.
Here is the example Overview free-form data page.

Here is the same page with the subset, Supplier: CONSTELLATION, applied.

Page Types
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Notice the difference in numbers.
NOTE: The subset has the full functionality of the button content, but focuses
on specific data.
For more information on creating, accessing, and deleting subsets, see Creating
Subsets on page 86.

DivePort Pages
A DivePort page displays a DivePort application. It behaves similarly to a web
page and can be navigated as it normally would in a browser. You might need
to log on to DivePort, depending on configurations set by the developer. Keep
in mind that DivePort usually displays in a larger window, so scrolling might be
necessary to see the entire page.
Here is an example of a DivePort landing page.
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Press the Backspace key to return to the previous page, or click the
breadcrumbs buttons to return to the menu page.
Here is an example of a DivePort data page.

Page Types
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Document Pages
A document page displays a single file that can be viewed by scrolling up and
down to view pages.

Page Types
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The top bar includes the following options, from left to right:
1. Move to First Page—Returns to the first page of the document
2. Move to Previous Page—Returns to the previous page in the document
3. Jump to Page Number—Displays the current page number and moves

to a specified page number
4. Move to Next Page—Moves to the next page in the document
5. Move to Last Page—Moves to the last page in the document
6. Zoom Out—Shrinks the document
7. Zoom In—Enlarges the document
8. Zoom Factor—Shows percentage that the document is compared to its

actual size
9. Actual Page Size—Resizes the document to its actual size, which is 100%
10. Fit Page to Window—Fits an entire page within the window
11. Fit Page to Window Width—Fits a page so that the width matches the

width of the window

Export Pages
An Export page contains a list of simple tabular pages that are available for
download.

Page Types
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Here is an example of an export page.

Click the export page name.
The page opens in Microsoft Excel or another program that reads xlsx files.

Page Types
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Presentation Pages
Presentation pages are files that display as slides and are organized using tabs
or bookmarks. Presentations can be easily navigated by clicking the arrows on
the left and right sides of the page.
Here is an example of a presentation page.

The tabs, or bookmarks, represent different sections in the presentation, while
the dots in the bar above the tabs indicate the number of slides in the current
section. The lighter shaded dot is the slide currently being viewed.
Press F11 to enter full-screen mode. Press Esc or F11 to exit full-screen mode.
Here is an example of a presentation in full-screen mode.
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For more information about creating a presentation within the DiveTab client,
see User Content Pages on page 56 and Creating a User Presentation on
page 58.
Presentation pages are pdf files, with the pdf bookmarks becoming tabs and the
pages becoming slides.
Here is an example of a pdf file opened in Adobe Acrobat Pro.

Here is the same file as a presentation page in DiveTab.

Page Types
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Notice how dots represent the pages, and the tabs represent the bookmarks.
As of version 7.1(14), if configured by the developer, you can download the
source ppt or pptx file for the presentation. Click the Options button and select
Download Presentation Source.

TIP: When you navigate away from the presentation and return in the same
session, DiveTab recalls the last slide you viewed.

Repository Pages
A Repository page displays a list of files that are available for download.
NOTE: There is no limit on the file size, file type, or the number of files within the
repository.
Here is an example of a repository page.
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The name of the file is displayed in the first column, followed by information
about whether the file is downloaded, when it was last modified, and the file
size.
When you want to download the file, switch the Local column to ON. Then, click
the Sync Files button to download the files to your device.
Alternatively, click the name to download and view the file directly.
Here is the repository page with the Local switch activated and Sync Files
button indicated, before the Sync.
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Notice that the Downloaded column value changes from “No” to “Yes” after the
Sync.

Here is the result in the DiveTab client, after the Beverage Alcohol Standard.pdf
file is opened directly.
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The file opens as a document and you scroll to move from page to page.
NOTE: To remove a downloaded file from your device, change the Local switch
to OFF and click Sync Files.

Stamp Pages
A Stamps page gives you the ability to create a customizable page using
stamps, to display information related to specified measures using a chosen
template.
Here is an example of a Stamp page with stamps already added.
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The Stamp page is for your personal use, and you can add and edit stamps as
you see fit.
To open the stamp analysis page, click the stamp. From here you can:

l Switch dimensions
l Dive on the dimension value
l Dive on a summary value
NOTE: A zero or null value does not have a link.

Here is an example of the stamp analysis page.
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Editing a Stamp Page
You can add, delete, and reorder the stamps on a Stamp page.

Adding a stamp
1. Navigate to the Stamp page.

NOTE: Depending on how the page is configured by the developer, there
might be default stamps already in place.

2. Click the Add icon , , or click the Options button, , and select Add
Stamp.
NOTE: The Add icon does not appear when stamps are already present.
The Add Stamp dialog box opens.
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TIP: You can click the information icon, , to view Measure Info window,
which displays the metadata associated with the measure.

3. In the left column, click the measure you want to use. For this example,
Cases.
The Available Stamp Template options for the selected measure appears
on the right.

4. In the right column, click the stamp template you want to use. For this
example,MTD or month to date.
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5. Click OK.
The stamp is added to the page.

TIP: When the stamp is added to the page, the measure and stamp
template combination is removed from the Add Stamp dialog box
options.

Deleting a stamp
1. Navigate to the Stamp page.

2. Click the Options button and select Edit Stamps. The information icon,
, is replaced with the delete, , and move, , icons.
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3. Click the delete icon, . This example uses the NetAmt (TDY) stamp,
The Remove Stamps dialog box opens.

4. Click Yes.
The stamp is removed from the page.

TIP: If the stamps area is configured with default stamps and you delete
every stamp, you can restore the default stamps by clicking the Refresh

icon, .
5. Click the Options button and select Finish Editing Stamps to exit the

editing mode.

Reordering the stamps
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1. Navigate to the Stamp page.

2. Click the Options button and select Edit Stamps. The information icon,
, is replaced with the delete, , and move, , icons.

3. Click the move, , icon. For this example, we select the icon on the
NetAmt (TDY) stamp.
The context menu opens.

4. Click which stamp you want to move the current stamp in front of. For this
example, it is in front of the Gross Profit: R3 stamp.
The stamp is moved.
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5. Click the Options button and select Finish Editing Stamps to exit the
editing mode.
Here is the Stamp page out of editing mode.

Using a Stamp
You can use a stamp to analyze the measure data or to review measure
information.

Analyzing measure data
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1. Navigate to the Stamp page.

2. Click the stamp. For example, Cases (YTD).

IMPORTANT: Clicking the information icon, , opens the Measure Info
dialog box.
The analysis page opens.

3. Do one of the following:
l To switch dimensions, click the dimension column heading and
choose a dimension name from the context menu.
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l To dive on the dimension value, right-click the dimension value and
choose a dimension from the context menu.

l To dive on a summary value, click the value in the column using a
link.
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NOTE: A zero or null value does not have a link.

Review measure information

You can click the information icon, , to view Measure Info dialog box, which
displays the metadata associated with the measure.

This metadata includes:
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l Definition—Describes what the measure represents.
l Business Logic—Defines the business rule behind the measure in simple
terms.

l Expression—The expression, including calculation and filter, used to
calculate the measure.

l References—The documents useful for understanding the measure's
definition and logic.

l Category—The category used to organize the measure.
l Good Direction—The direction considered favorable for the measure.
l Scope—The summary scope used for the measure.
l Data Set—The data set the measure is associated with.

TIP: You can copy the information displayed in this window.
Click Close to exit the dialog box.

User Content Pages
A User Content page gives you the ability to create a presentation using the
other presentations in the DiveTab application.
Here is an example of a User Content page with two user presentations already
created.
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The Create New Presentation button starts the process for creating a new
presentation.
Here is an example of an opened user presentation.
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User content page presentations behave like Presentation pages. Navigate by
clicking the arrows on the left and right sides of the page.
NOTE: Only the DiveTab client on the PC has the capability to create and edit
User Presentations.

Creating a User Presentation
User presentations can be created and edited using the presentations that are
already contained on the client.
NOTE: The DiveTab application for the iPad can view the presentations, but not
edit or create them.

Creating a user presentation
The following steps walk through creating a presentation based on existing
presentations in the client.
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1. Navigate to the User Content page.

2. Click the Create New Presentation button.
A new presentation opens.
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3. Click the Options button.
The Optionsmenu opens.

4. Click Rename Current Presentation.
The Enter Name window opens.
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5. In the text box enter a name for your presentation, and click OK.
The window closes.

6. In the right panel, navigate to where the presentations are stored.

7. Click the presentation you want to use slides from. For example, DiveTab
Overview.
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The file opens in the right panel, containing thumbnail pages and existing
bookmarks.
NOTE: The presentation name might not appear in the GUI until it is saved
or a presentation slide is added.

8. Drag thumbnails of the slide you want to include in your presentation
from the right panel to the left panel.
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TIP: To change the order of the slides, drag the slides above or below
other slides. To choose another presentation, click the red X in the upper
right to exit the presentation and return to browsing.

9. Click the Options button.
The Optionsmenu opens.

10. Click Save Changes.
TIP: You can also save your changes by pressing Ctrl+S
A confirmation message appears.
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11. Click the back button to return to the User Content Page.
Notice the new presentation.

12. Click the presentation.
The presentation opens.
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TIP: To edit the presentation again, click the Options button and then
Edit Current Presentation.

NOTE: The bookmarks appear as tabs along the bottom of the page, and
individual pages by dots. The lighter shaded dot represents the page currently
being viewed.
There are other options to further customize your presentation, such as adding
bookmarks, and title and agenda pages.

Adding, renaming, and deleting Bookmarks
The following steps detail how to add, rename, and delete Bookmarks, or tabs,
in the presentation.
1. From the Edit Current Presentation page, do one of the following:

l Right-click the desired slide and select Add Bookmark from the
menu.

l Click the desired slide, click the Options button, and select Add
Bookmark from the menu.
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A new bookmark is added above the chosen slide in the left panel.

NOTE: The slides under a bookmark section appear as part of that tab
when the presentation is presented.
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2. Rename the bookmark by doing one of the following:
l Right-click the bookmark, and select Rename Bookmark from the
menu.

l Click the desired bookmark, click the Options button, and select
Rename Bookmark from the menu.

The Enter Name window opens.

3. In the text box, enter a name for the bookmark, and click OK. For example,
Info.
The bookmark name changes.
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Note that the asterisk next to the presentation name indicates the
presentation has unsaved changes.

4. Delete a bookmark by doing one of the following:
l Right-click the desired bookmark, and select Delete Bookmark(s)
from the menu.

l Click the desired bookmark, click the Options button, and select
Delete Bookmark(s) from the menu.
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The Bookmark Delete dialog box opens.

5. Do one of the following:
l Delete if you want to delete the bookmark and the pages contained
within it.

l Move if you want to delete the bookmark and move the pages to
the previous bookmark.

l Cancel to not make any changes.

Creating a title page
A presentation title page is the introduces the topic and title of the
presentation.
1. From the Edit Current Presentation page, click the Options button.

The Optionsmenu opens.
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2. Click Create Title Page.
The Create Title Page opens.

On the left panel are options for customizing the title page. The right
panel is a preview for the page.

3. After you make your customizations, click the Options button.
The Optionsmenu opens.
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4. Do one of the following:
l Click Add Title Page to Presentation, or press Ctrl+S to save the
title page.

l Click Cancel Title Page to delete the page and return to the
presentation.

Creating an agenda page
An agenda page contains a list of topics discussed in the presentation.
1. From the Edit Current Presentation page, click the Options button.

The Optionsmenu opens.

2. Click Create Agenda Page.
The Create Agenda Page opens.
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On the left panel are options for customizing the agenda page. The right
panel is a preview for the page.

3. After you make your customizations, click the Options button.
The Optionsmenu opens.
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4. Do one of the following:
l Click Add Agenda Page to Presentation, or press Ctrl+S to save
the agenda page.

l Click Cancel Agenda Page to delete the page and return to the
presentation.

See also:
l Presentation Pages on page 40

Web Pages
A web page displays a website within the DiveTab client.
Here is an example of a web page.
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NOTE: Press the Backspace key to navigate to the previous pages in DiveTab's
web browser. Clicking the Back button returns to the previous DiveTab client
page, such as a DiveTab menu or submenu page.
Web pages behave like a browser: you can follow links to additional pages on
the website and it keeps a history of the pages visited, so you can go back and
forth between visited pages.
Here is another web page example.
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About Using Data Pages
There are a variety of ways to examine data using Data pages:

l Adding Bookmarks on page 81
l Creating Subsets on page 86
l Sharing and Viewing Data Using the Output Button on page 108
l Using QuickViews on page 105

Tabular Pages
For tabular pages, there are four unique ways to explore data.

l Diving on Data Values on page 92
l Editing Dimensions and Columns on page 101
l Switching Dimensions on page 104
l Adding and Removing MultiColumns on the facing page

In addition, you can use the context menus for each column to further explore
the data. Click the column heading to open the context menu.
Dimension columns can sort values, widen the column automatically, and find a
certain value by typing any included characters. If Dive Dimensions are present,
then you can also switch places of the first dimension on the left with another
dimension or Dive Dimension. You can also remove other dimensions and
change them to Dive Dimensions using the Remove MultiColumn option.
Dive Dimension columns can collapse and expand. When expanded, the context
menu has options to sort values from small to large and vice versa, and the Add
MultiColumn option which adds the Dive Dimension as a Dimension.
Summary columns can sort values from small to large and large to small, and
add additional columns:

l Rank—Determines the rank for each dimension value with 1 being the
largest.

l Percent—Represents each value as a percentage of the total value.
l Graph—Provides a visual representation of the value size, similar to a bar
chart.

NOTE: When you make a change using the context menu, dive on a value, and
return to the previous page using the back button, DiveTab recalls the changes
you made to the view.
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Free Form Pages
Free form pages provide various visual ways of viewing the data, including
tables, charts, and grids. Tables function like simplified tabular data pages, with
the option to sort the data from the context menu. You can create bar, pie, or
line charts, which can link to additional pages. You can hover over a line chart
legend item to view only that line. Clicking the item reveals or conceals the
associated line. Grids contain information specified by the developer, and can
link to additional pages. A light blue background indicates links.
For more information, see Data Pages on page 19 and A Closer Look at Data
Pages on page 21.

Adding and Removing MultiColumns
Dive Dimensions can be added as MultiColumns, and Dimensions can be
removed as MultiColumns. Adding a Dive Dimension changes it to a Dimension,
and removing a Dimension changes it to a Dive Dimension.
There are no limits on the number of Dive Dimensions or MultiColumns in use.

Adding a MultiColumn
NOTE: Only Dive Dimensions can be added as MultiColumns.
1. Click the heading of the Dive Dimension you want to add as a

MultiColumn.
The Dive Dimension context menu opens.
Here is the context menu for Product Name.
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2. Click Add MultiColumn.
The Dive Dimension is added as a MultiColumn.
Here is the result in the DiveTab client.
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Product Name is now a Dimension.
Also, notice how the number of rows has changed from 351 rows to 625
rows. The number of rows has increased because there is now a row for
each product. For example, ARBOR NEW YORK appears for six different
products.

Removing a MultiColumn
NOTE: Only secondary Dimensions can be removed as MultiColumns.
1. Click the heading of the secondary Dimension you want to remove as a

MultiColumn.
The Dimension context menu opens.
Here is the context menu for DMA Name.
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2. Click Remove MultiColumn.
The Dimension is removed as a MultiColumn.
Here is the result in the DiveTab client.
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DMA Name is now a Dive Dimension.
Also, notice how the number of rows has changed from 351 rows to 205
rows. There is no longer multiple values belonging to each corporate
brand, so each is represented by a single row.

See also:
l Dive Dimensions on page 25
l MultiColumns on page 27

Adding Bookmarks
Bookmarks save the current page and applied configurations, such as filters,
parameters, and dive path, for later access. You can share Bookmarks by using
the Publish button. This allows you, and other users, to return to the same
page. Bookmarks can only be added to data pages.
NOTE: Bookmarks are attached to a user name and accessed across different
devices.
When a bookmark is created, a Bookmarked Pages button is automatically
added as the last button on the main menu.
CAUTION: A bookmark may become stale if the page is changed by the
developer.
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Creating and publishing a bookmark
1. Navigate to a data page.

Here is an example of a data page.

2. Click the Options button on the upper right.
The Optionsmenu opens.

3. Click Bookmark page.
A pop-up description window opens.
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4. Enter a description for the bookmark.
5. Click OK.

A confirmation message appears.

Notice the Publish button on the confirmation message. The publishing
option allows you to share the bookmark with other users. Publishing is
optional.

6. Click Publish to open a list of users to share the bookmark with.
NOTE: You can also return to the main menu, open Bookmarked Pages,
and click the Publish button in the Publish column.
Here is the Bookmark Recipients window.
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7. Select the check box next to the name to share the bookmark with that
user, and click OK.
The window closes.

8. Click Sync to share the bookmark.

Viewing, editing, deleting, and publishing bookmarks
1. Navigate to the main menu.

A new button, Bookmarked Pages, appears on the main menu.
Here is the Bookmarked Pages button.
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2. Click the Bookmarked Pages button to open.
Bookmarked Pages opens, displaying a list of your bookmarks in a table.
NOTE: Click the column heading to sort.
Here is an example of Bookmarked Pages.

You can only edit the bookmarks you created.
3. Do one of the following:

l Click the Title value to open the bookmark.
l Click the Edit button in the Edit column to edit the description of
the bookmark.

l Click the Delete button in the Delete Bookmark column to delete
the bookmark.

l Click the Publish button in the Publish column to open up the list of
users to share the bookmark with.
NOTE: You must Sync to share the bookmark.

For more information, see Bookmarks on page 24.
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Creating Subsets
Subsets allow you to save a dimension value filter that is applied to a linked
free-form data page. You can then view the filter that is applied to the parent
data page and all linked data pages.
If you click on a dimension value that is shaded blue, in either a tabular page or
a table on a free-form page, you can create a subset on the resulting page.
NOTE: Subsets can only be created for free-form data pages that have subsets
enabled. Subsets are enabled by the developer.
A subset is different from a bookmark, which returns to the same page with any
and all filters in use, can be published to other users, and made for all data
pages.
For more information, see Subsets on page 34.

Creating subsets
1. Navigate to a child free-form data page. This means that the page is

filtered by a dimension value.
For example, this subset is created after reaching a free-form data page
after two dives.
Here is the first page, with the link for the first dive indicated.
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Here is the resulting page, with the link for the second dive indicated.
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Here is the page used to create the subset.
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2. Click the Options icon.
The Optionsmenu opens.

3. Click Add Subset from the menu.
A message confirming the successful creation of the subset appears.
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Accessing subsets
1. From the main menu, click the Subsets button.
NOTE: The icon for the Subsets button might differ.

All created subsets are displayed in a sub-menu.
2. Click the subset you want to access. For this example, the subset is

CAPSTAR.

The data page opens with the subset applied.
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NOTE: Every page associated with this button is filtered by the subset
value.
Notice that the Brand QuickView shows one value. This refers to Brand
dimension value CAPSTAR.

Deleting subsets
1. Navigate to the Subsetsmenu.
2. Click the right tab on the edge of the subset button.

The context menu opens.
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3. Click Delete Subset.
The subset, and Subset button, are deleted.

4. Return to the main menu. If there are no subsets remaining, the Subsets
button disappears.

Diving on Data Values
The DiveTab client gives the option to dive on specific data values. This means
viewing the related dimension information for a single data value. There are four
ways to dive:

l On a Summary column value—This involves selecting a linked column
cell. This is configured by the developer.

l On a Dive Dimension value—This involves selecting a dimension value
from a column with a yellow heading.

l On a Dimension value—This involves selecting the dive icon in the same
cell.

l On a Chart—This involves selecting a linked chart value. This is
configured by the developer.

The style of diving for a particular tabular page is determined by the developer.

Diving on column cells
NOTE: Diving on column cells is configured by the developer.
1. Choose a column value to dive on.

For example, the Summary Column Net Sales value corresponding to
ARROWOOD. This means that the Corporate Brand ARROWOOD has
1,663,185.45 in Net Sales.
TIP: If a column is linked, the column is shaded blue.
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2. Click the column cell.
A new page opens.
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The resulting page is filtered by Corporate Brand ARROWOOD, and the
Products add up to the total of 1,663,185.45 in Net Sales.

3. Click the Back button to return to the previous page.

Diving on Dive Dimension values
1. Choose a Dive Dimension value to dive on.

For example, Dive Dimension Corporate Brand value 16. This means that
the corresponding dimension value, AVENIU BRANDS, has 16 related
values under Corporate Brand. This number is called a DimCount.
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2. Click the Dive Dimension value.
A new page opens.
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The new page focuses on Vendor AVENIU BRANDS, and the 16 Corporate
Brand values that belong to it. Notice the blue bar, or the breadcrumbs,
along the top of the table. This indicates that the page is filtered by
Vendor dimension value AVENIU BRANDS.

3. Click the dimension and dimension value name in the breadcrumbs to
return to the previous page.

Diving on Dimension values
1. Choose a dimension value to dive on. This value must have a dive arrow,

, indicating diving is possible.
2. For example, Resp Team value Crowe.
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3. Right-click the dive icon.
The context menu opens.
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4. Choose a dimension to dive on. For example, Resp SalesPerson. The
number next to the dimension name indicates the number of values the
dimension contains.

5. Click the dimension name.
A new page opens.
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The new page focuses on Resp Team Crowe, and the related values from
dimension Resp SalesPerson.
To return to the previous page, click the values in the blue breadcrumbs
bar.

Diving on a Chart
NOTE: Diving on charts is configured by the developer.
1. Choose a chart value to dive on.

For example, pie chart Corporate Supplier dimension value value DIAGEO.
This value indicates that 17.3% of Corporate Supplier Net Sales belong to
DIAGEO.
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2. Click the chart value.
A new page opens.
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The resulting page is filtered by Corporate Supplier DIAGEO, and the
Corporate Brands add up to the total of $15,257,596.35 in Net Sales.

3. Click the Back button to return to the previous page.
For more information, see Dive Dimensions on page 25.

Editing Dimensions and Columns
You can change the placement of Dimensions and Summary Columns on a data
page. The Edit option allows you to edit the function and selection of
dimensions and columns.
Select the Edit option from the Optionsmenu to bring up the dialog box.
NOTE: Not all tabular pages have the ability to edit dimensions and columns.
The presence of a Dive Dimension is an indicator that editing dimensions is
possible.
Here is an example of the Options button for the DiveTab application.
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Here is the Dimensions tab of the Edit Dimensions and Summary Columns
dialog box.
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TIP: Click Cancel or the red X button on the top right to exit without making
changes.
The Dimensions tab has four sections:

l Available Dimensions
l Selected Dimensions
l Dive Dimensions
l QuickView Dimensions

NOTE:
l Selected Dimensions and Dive Dimensions are mutually exclusive.
l QuickView Dimensions can be configured to not be edited. These
Dimensions appear with a lock icon next to the name.

Here is the Summary Columns tab.

The Summary Columns tab has two sections:
l Available Summary Columns
l Selected Summary Columns

The Available section includes dimensions and columns that do not appear in
the initial view. You can drag any of the Available Dimensions and Available
Summary Columns to any other section to add a dimension or column, and do
the opposite to remove it. A Dimension cannot be added as both a Selected
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Dimension and a Dive Dimension. Keep in mind that Selected Dimensions
must include at least one dimension.
Click OK to save your changes.
NOTE: Dimensions, Dive Dimensions, and QuickView Dimensions are
automatically included as Available Dimensions. Text columns, alert columns,
and bullet columns are automatically included as Available Summary Columns.
Dimensions appear in the order they are listed in the dialog, from left to right.
If you return to the top level menu, or use the Sections Button to change
pages, the dimension selections are reset, allowing you to organize the data
page into a new configuration.

Switching Dimensions
When there are MultiColumns or Dive Dimensions in a data page, you can
switch the primary dimension with another dimension or Dive Dimension. The
dimensions that can be switched appear in the context menu.
To switch a dimension:
1. Click the heading of the dimension you want to switch.

The context menu opens.
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Only the primary dimension can switch with another dimension or Dive
Dimension.

2. Click the dimension or Dive Dimension that you want to switch with. For
this example, dimension Resp Team is switched with Dive Dimension
Corporate Brand.
This is the resulting configuration after the switch.

Notice how Resp Team is now a Dive Dimension, and Corporate Brand is
now a Dimension.

See also:
l MultiColumns
l Dive Dimensions on page 25

Using QuickViews
QuickViews are used to filter data by selecting specific values to view. Multiple
QuickViews can be applied at the same time.
NOTE: QuickViews cannot be used offline.
To use a QuickView:
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1. Click a QuickView.
Here is an example of a QuickView.

The Set QuickView dialog box opens.

You can also search for values using the search box. It returns values that
contain your search term.
For QuickViews related to the date or date range, a drop-down menu
reveals a calendar you can use to select dates. You can also enter the date
in the text box using the date format and click OK.
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TIP: Click Cancel to exit without making changes.
2. Click the values you want to filter by. A check indicates the value is

selected.
Here is an example of the Set QuickView with values selected.

NOTE: You can choose to view only the selected values by clicking the
Show Selected Only button.

3. Click OK.
The dialog box closes, and QuickViews are applied.
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Notice that the values have changed; only values North East and Mountain
West are selected, so only data for those regions is included in the page.
NOTE: When diving on data, the QuickView still applies to the resulting
page. For example, when following a link for Distributor, the Region
QuickView with two selected values carries over to the resulting page.

4. Click the Reset Button to return the QuickViews to the way they were
configured when you initially opened the current page.

See also:
l QuickViews

Sharing and Viewing Data Using the Output Button
In the top right corner of the DiveTab client is the Output icon, which has
options for sharing your information. All data, document, and presentation
pages have the option of sharing through Export, Email, and Print.

l Export creates and opens a pdf file of the page that can be saved and
distributed.

l Email opens the default email service, creates a new message, and
attaches the page as a pdf file.

l Print opens the print dialog for you to select a printer and set print
configurations.

Tabular data pages have additional options to Export or Email the tabular
information as a spreadsheet or view the data in ProDiver:

l Export as a Spreadsheet creates and opens an xlsx file of the page that
can be saved and distributed.
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l Email as a Spreadsheet opens the default email service, creates a new
message, and attaches the page as an xlsx file.

l Open in ProDiver opens the cPlan for the page you are viewing using
ProDiver. This is availale for ad hoc, cross, dive, and report pages.

TIP: When sharing a tabular data page with many columns, choose a
spreadsheet format so that columns align correctly.
The exported file is named after the page. If there is an existing file of the same
name, a counter is appended to the file name.

Sharing using Export
1. Click the Output Button.

The Outputmenu opens.

2. Click Export or Export as Spreadsheet.
The exported file opens automatically using the corresponding program.
NOTE: Export results in a pdf file. Export As Spreadsheet results in an
xlsx file.

3. Save the file.

Sharing using Email
CAUTION: Before using Email or Email as Spreadsheet, check that a default
email program is defined.
1. Click the Output Button.

The Outputmenu opens.
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2. Click Email or Email As Spreadsheet.
A new email message opens using your default mail program, with the file
attached.

NOTE: Email sends a pdf file. Email As Spreadsheet sends an xlsx file.
3. Fill in the recipients, subject, and message as appropriate, and send the

message.

Setting the default email program
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1. From the Startmenu, click Default Programs.
The Default Programs page opens in Windows Explorer.

2. Click Set your default programs.
The Set Default Programs page opens.
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3. From the programs list, select the email program you want to set as the
default. For example, Thunderbird.
The description of the program opens on the right panel.
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4. Click Set this program as default.
5. Click OK to save your changes.

Sharing using Print
NOTE: Contact your administrator to set up wireless printing.
1. Click the Output Button.

The Outputmenu opens.

If you have many columns, the Select Columns dialog box opens. Select
the columns you want to print.
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2. Click Print.
The Print dialog box opens.

3. Configure your print options and click OK.

Viewing in ProDiver
1. Click the Output Button.

The Outputmenu opens.

2. Click Open in ProDiver.
The cPlan used to create the page opens in ProDiver.
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